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ABSTRACT
In recent years, we have witnessed more and more mobile applica-
tions based on deep learning. Widely used as they may be, those ap-
plications provide little flexibility to cater to the diversified needs of
different groups of users. For users facing a classification problem,
it is natural that some classes are more important to them, while
the rest are not. We thus propose a lightweight method that allows
users to prune the unneeded classes together with associated fil-
ters from convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Such customiza-
tion can result in substantial reduction in computational costs at test
time. Early results have shown that after pruning the Network-in-
Network (NIN) model on CIFAR-10 dataset[12] down to a 5-class
classifier, we can trade a 3% loss in accuracy for a 1.63× gain
in energy consumption and a 1.24× improvement in latency when
experimenting on an off-the-shelf smartphone, while the procedure
incurs with very little overhead. After pruning, the custom-tailored
model can still achieve a higher classification accuracy than the un-
modified classifier because of a smaller problem space that more
accurately reflects users’ needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s deep learning app development workflow, developers

usually train one model on the servers and ship the same model to
all end users. It is intrinsically hard for developers to cater to the
diversified needs of different users. To satisfy the needs of all the
users, the model has to be a universal one that includes different
capabilities needed by different groups of users. In that case, the
model will inevitably include some of the unnecessary capabilities
which a particular user does not need. In the case of classification,
for example, the model might be able to identify more classes than
what a user would need it to. Evidently, an increase in the num-
ber of classes that the model could classify is accompanied by an
increase in the model size and computational costs. Therefore, re-
sources are wasted for a user when s/he is running inference using
a model more powerful than needed.
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Figure 1: Once the neural network models are trained and
shipped to users, each user will run a local program to prune
the model according to their needs.

To tackle the problem, one might think of training different,
smaller models for different users. However, the extremely high
computational costs of training a model prevents that from being
feasible. A more desired approach would be to prune unneeded
classes and the parts associated with those classes from the exist-
ing model. The procedure should be so lightweight that users could
run it on their own mobile devices. We will later refer to it as "on-
device customization". An on-device customization method would
enable a new workflow of application development, as shown in
Figure 1. In the new workflow, developers still train one model,
albeit a comprehensive one that is endowed with all the possible
capabilities. Then the users use a lightweight program that prunes
the model locally on the phone to the extent that only the capa-
bilities that the users want are left. After that, the user could run
faster and more energy efficient inference using the smaller pruned
model.

In recent years, large bodies of work have emerged on pruning
neural network models. However, we are yet to see a method that
could be facilitated by a lightweight program. So far, many re-
searchers have focused on pruning individual parameters [10][7][4][5].
In particular, Han et al. achieved impressive memory savings on
widely used models [4][5]. Other researchers proposed filter-level
pruning methods with the aim to reduce computational require-
ments in convolution operations [13][11]. There have been pro-
posals to include different levels of pruning on mobile devices and
leverage the cloud to achieve a trade-off between energy and ac-
curacy [6]. But none of the aforementioned methods carry out
pruning on the mobile device, as they all require tens of epochs
of fine tuning before the model regains accuracy. In DeepX and
SparseSep, the authors used matrix decomposition based methods
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Figure 2: Overview of our method.

to approximate weight tensors [9][2], similar to methods proposed
in [8] and [3]. This method can be applied without retraining given
some loss in accuracy, but it is unclear to us whether it could help
us in the task of pruning classes.

In this paper, we report early results from a method that enables
on-device customization of neural network models without the re-
quirement for retraining. The key idea of the proposed method
follows two steps: pruning and compensation. We first identify
and remove the parts of the network that do not contribute as much
in distinguishing between the target subset of classes. Then we
utilize the remaining filters to compensate for the pruned filters.
Aside from a few parameters that have to be pre-calculated be-
fore shipping the model, the whole procedure incurs little over-
head. We have developed the method and tested it on the Network-
in-Network(NIN) model with CIFAR-10 dataset implemented on
an off-the-shelf smartphone using TensorFlow mobile support [1].
Since the proposed method only prunes filters related with certain
unneeded classes, it could potentially be applied in parallel to the
aforementioned pruning methods as a client-side counterpart.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of our method. Section 3 and Section 4
outline our pruning method and compensation method respectively.
For both methods, we first introduce them on a conceptual level and
then demonstrate how we could realize the concept through mod-
ifications of the existing model. Section 5 describes some of the
implementation details. It also goes provides a description of the
pre-computation steps and the overall procedure. Section 6 eval-
uates the method through classification accuracy tests as well as
energy and latency measurements on the smartphone.

2. OVERVIEW
The program for on-device customization can be represented as

a function f that takes in the original model together some param-
eters, and returns a smaller model: pruned_model = f(
original_model, parameters). The parameters mentioned
here are a list of pre-computed values needed for pruning and com-
pensation. This function requires a relatively small footprint, can
run on mobile devices and does not require retraining and fine-
tuning of the original model.

Figure 2 shows an overview of f. The function operates in 2 ma-
jor steps. It first identifies and removes filters in convolution layers
that are less important in distinguishing between the target subset
of classes. Those filters are determined to be low-impact filters and
we could thus tolerate some amount of errors in calculating them.
In the next step, we use a linear combination of the rest of the fil-
ters to approximate and replace the filters we removed. Both steps
require some pre-calculated parameters to finish.

3. PRUNING FILTERS

3.1 Selecting Filters with Low Impacts
To determine which filters to prune, researchers have proposed

to use criteria such as variances in the channel activation [13] and
the sum of absolute weights [11]. In our approach, we make the
assumption that different filters represent features, and that some
are important to the target classes while others are not. We pro-
pose a gradient based method that aims to identify the impact of
a particular filter on given classes. In Section 6, we will present a
comparison between different pruning criteria.

Suppose that we are pruning an arbitrary convolution layer. Fil-
ter j of that layer produces a feature vector xxxij 1 given the ith sam-
ple. P (yi) is the probability (SoftMax output) corresponding to
the class yi that the sample belongs to. Then the impact δjy of that
filter j has on class y is defined as

δjy =
∑

{i|yi=y}

||∂P (yi)

∂xxxij
· xxxij ||

This definition intuitively reflects the effect on P (yi) if we scale
up the filter j by an infinitely small amount. For each sample, there
will be a different impact value. We average all the values among
samples belonging to the same class to obtain the final impact on
that class.

Our filter selection procedure is based on the impact. Let Ytarget
be the set that contains the classes that we want in the pruned
model. We set a threshold δthreshold, and prune filter j if j sat-
isfies the following ∑

{y∈Ytarget}

δjy < δthreshold (1)

The threshold can be pre-computed given the target percentage of
removal ∆N . If we want to remove ∆N = 50% of the filters in a
layer, we calculate

∑
{y∈Ytarget} δjy for each j, and set the 50th

percentile value as the threshold δthreshold.

3.2 Implementing Filter Pruning
The implementation of pruning is straight forward. We simply

need to remove the weights corresponding to the pruned channels
from the previous layer and the current layer. Suppose the weight
tensor in a convolution layer is WWW with shape C × H ×W × N
(N filter banks that has one H ×W filter for each of the C input
channels). If we prune ∆C percent of channels from previous layer
and ∆N percent from the current layer, the new weight tensor will
be of shape (1−∆C)C ×H ×W × (1−∆N)N .

4. COMPENSATION

4.1 Compensating with Linear Combination
of Filters

Once the filters are pruned, traditional methods will retrain net-
work for at least 20-40 epochs of retraining for a pruned model to
regain accuracy [11]. It is certainly inefficient, if not infeasible,
to run the retraining step on mobile devices. To avoid the retrain-
ing step, we need an alternative way of compensating for the errors
caused by pruning the model. Fortunately, the filters that we re-
move do not have significant impacts the classes that we want, and
we could tolerate some errors in these filters. We thus propose to
approximate the output of the filter by linear combinations of the
1We use feature vector to denote a feature map that is flattened into
a vector.
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rest of the filters. The ides can appear similar to the proposed meth-
ods in [14], although we are only approximating the filters rather
than the input image itself.

To formally state our goal, approximating the output of filter j
with a linear combination of the rest of the filter is expressed as
follows

x̂xxj =

N∑
k=1

zkβkjxxxk

here zk ∈ {0, 1} represents whether or not filter k is to be pruned
(zk = 0 means that filter k will be pruned), N is the total number
of filters, and βkj is the coefficient in the linear combination. We
can solve for the best set of coefficients by minimizing the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) over the subset of samples belonging to target
classes

argmin
βjk

∑
{i|yi∈Ytarget}

N∑
j=1

(1− zj) · ||
N∑
k=1

zkβjkxxxik − xxxij ||22

(2)

Intuitively, the expression represents the difference between xxxj
and x̂xxj . Further we only take into consideration samples from the
classes that we care about. This minimization can be easily solved
by taking the derivatives of the MSE. The seemingly complex pro-
cess can actually be pre-computed. We will talk more about it in
Section 5.2.

Algorithm 1 Pruning and Compensating a Model
Input: (i) Ytarget: the target subset of classes (ii) ∆N : the target
removal rate (iii) the original model. WWW l of shape Cl×Hl×Wl×
Nl is the weight tensor of the lth convolution layer (iv) the pre-
computed parameters
Output: (i)the pruned model. W ′W ′W ′

l represents new the new weight
tensor
1: zj , βkj = 1
2: for each convolution layer l do
3: . update weights using z and β from the last layer
4: for k := 1 : Cl do
5: WWW ′(k, :, :, :) = WWW (k, :, :, :)+

6:
∑N
j=1 zjβkj ·WWW (j, :, :, :) . Equation 3

7: end for
8: RemoveWWW ′

l(j, :, :, :) if zj = 0
9: . update z and β for the next layer

10: for j := 1 : Nl do
11: δj :=

∑
{y∈Ytarget} δjy . using the pre-computed

impacts δjy
12: end for
13: δthreshold := ∆N th percentile of {δj}
14: for j := 1 : Nl do
15: zj := δj < δthreshold
16: end for
17: Obtain βkj by solving Equation 2 . using the

pre-computed pairwise products
18: RemoveWWW ′

l(:, :, :, j) if zj = 0
19: end for

4.2 Implementing Compensation by Weight
Modification

The linear nature of convolution allows us to implement our
compensation method through direct modifications of the weight

tensors. Suppose filter j is pruned, then the weight tensor of the
next convolution layer should be modified for compensation. Specif-
ically, letWWW of shape C×H×W ×N be the weight tensor of the
next convolution layer. We useWWW (j, :, :, :) to represent the weights
for the jth input channel (the channel pruned). For any filter k that
is not pruned, its new weight tensor should be its original weight
tensor plus the weights for the pruned channels multiplied by the
corresponding coefficients

WWW ′(k, :, :, :) = WWW (k, :, :, :) +

N∑
j=1

zjβkj ·WWW (j, :, :, :) (3)

The added weights effectively represent separate convolution oper-
ations for the purpose of compensating the pruned channels. But
since the convolution operation is linear, we can just add them to
the existing weights. Once the pruning described in Section 3.2 is
done, the weight tensor will only contain the channels with updated
weightsWWW ′.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
In the following, we describe some of the implementation de-

tails of our method. Further, we show the pre-computation needed
for our method followed by an algorithm that describes the overall
procedure.

5.1 TensorFlow Models
TensorFlow uses a protocol buffer class called GraphDef to se-

rialize the model structure and weights into language independent
binaries. The current version of TensorFlow Android support re-
quires loading protocol buffer based models and invoking Java Na-
tive Interface (JNI) for running the C-based TensorFlow inference
library. The original_model and the pruned_model that
we mentioned in Section 2 are in reality serialized GraphDef pro-
tocol buffers. The function we implemented directly operates on
the GraphDef models to carry out pruning and compensation.

5.2 Pre-computation
There are mainly two sets of pre-computed parameters that we

need for successful pruning and compensation:
Impacts δ. As noted in Section 3.1, the impacts of each filter on

each of the output classes have to be pre-computed. The computa-
tion can be implemented effectively using TensorFlow gradient
and gather_nd operation and one forward and one backward
pass over all the training data for each layer.

Pairwise Products of Channels. In Section 4.1, we mentioned
that the coefficients βkj in the linear combinations can be solved
through taking the derivative of the MSE. The result is a set of lin-
ear equations whose parameters solely involve the sum of pairwise
products of channels

∑
i xxxikxxxij of each classes. This can be com-

puted with one forward pass over all training data for each layer.
The computation can be done before the model is shipped to the

users, and the parameters can be sent over to the users upon request.
The pre-computed data totals about 20MB for the NIN model that
we experiment with in this paper. Depending on which classes to
remove, we only need the relevant portion of the data

5.3 Overall Procedure
Algorithm 1 describes the overall procedure. The main source of

computation is from line 17, where one matrix inversion and one
multiplication are involved for solving the linear equations for each
one of the pruned filters. Combining the cost of transmitting the
pre-computed parameters, the total overhead of our method should
be within reasonable limits.
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Table 1: Comparison between the original 10-Class NIN model and pruned 5-class NIN models that on average achieves 91.2%
classification accuracy, 38.5% in energy savings and 19.5% in latency improvements.

Name Output Size #Filters Before #Params #FLOPs Before #Filters After #FLOPs After FLOPs Pruned
CONV1 32× 32 192 1.92e+04 2.95e+07 192 2.95e+07 0%
CCCP1 32× 32 160 3.09e+04 6.29e+07 111 4.36e+07 30.7%
CCCP2 32× 32 96 1.55e+04 3.15e+07 67 1.52e+07 51.7%
CONV2 16× 16 192 4.66e+05 2.36e+08 135 1.16e+08 50.8%
CCCP3 16× 16 192 3.71e+04 1.89e+07 133 9.19e+06 51.4%
CCCP4 16× 16 192 3.71e+04 1.89e+07 135 9.19e+06 51.4%
CONV3 8× 8 192 3.34e+05 4.25e+07 134 2.08e+07 51.1%
CCCP5 8× 8 192 3.71e+04 4.72e+06 134 2.30e+06 51.3%
CCCP6 8× 8 10 1.93e+03 2.46e+05 5 8.58e+04 65.1%

Total 4.45e+08 2.46e+08 44.7%

6. EVALUATION
In the evaluation section, we report early results from experi-

ments done on the Network-in-Network (NIN) model [12]. Since
our method targets convolution operations, we chose a model that
does not include any fully connected layers. We’ve seen some very
encouraging results from these early experiments, and it would cer-
tainly be interesting to investigate how this method applies on more
complex models and larger datasets.

We first present a case study to provide a high-level understand-
ing of our pruning process. Then we present detailed evaluations
on classification accuracy, energy consumption, and latency respec-
tively. We also discuss how our proposed pruning criteria compares
to existing methods. Note that

6.1 Case Study
To clearly illustrate our approach, we present a pruned 5-class

NIN model as a case study. The architecture of the model is shown
in the Table 1. The structure can be roughly described as groups
of 5 × 5 convolution layers (CONV) followed by 1 × 1 convolu-
tion layers (which the authors called cascaded cross-channel para-
metric pooling(CCCP) layer). The last CCCP layer outputs a total
of 10 channels, each corresponding to one class in the CIFAR-10
dataset. The score for each class is produced from a global average
pooling layer on the lat CCCP layer.

Table 1 further demonstrates how the model is pruned. Dur-
ing our experiments, we found out that the first convolution layer
produces universal features, and is indispensable to later layers.
Thus we empirically decide to leave the first layer intact while
pruning the rest of the layers, from which we uniformly remove
∆N = 30% of the filters. As we discussed in Section 3.2, that cor-
responds to a (1−(1−∆C)(1−∆N)) reduction in the number of
parameters and amount of computation except for the first and last
layer. We prune 5 out of 10 filters, corresponding to the 5 pruned
classes in the last layer.

6.2 Classification Accuracy
Figure 3(a) shows the classification accuracy with the model

pruned at different levels. The y-axis shows classification accu-
racy, and the x-axis shows the percentage of filters pruned (ex-
cept the first convolution layer and the last layer). In particular,
the 0% shows the prediction accuracy using highest-scoring pre-
dictions from the original model after the unneeded classes are re-
moved. For each experiment done with a different number of target
classes, we randomly pick 10 different combinations of classes to
make up for a subset and test the pruned network against the test set
to obtain the mean and the 95% confidence interval of the classifi-

cation accuracy. As we can see from the figure, even if we aggres-
sively prune half of the filters, 2 and 3-class models on average still
achieve a higher classification accuracy than 10-class classifiers. 2-
class models achieve an average accuracy of 95.5%, compared to
the 98.5% of the unpruned model. When pruning 30% of the filters
from 5-class models, the accuracy changed from 94.2% to 91.2%.
For 10-classes models, apparently, the accuracy is always below
the original accuracy if we do any pruning. If we prune 10% of the
filters, we lose 1.4% in accuracy.

6.3 Energy Consumption and Latency
We now report energy consumption and latency measurements

obtained from running inference on a Google Nexus 4 Android
Smartphone. The energy is measured using a Monsoon power mon-
itor. To calculate the the amount of energy spent on inference,
we separately measured the energy spent on loading data and idle
power and deduct them from the total energy consumption.

Figure 3(b) shows the average energy consumption and latency
running inference on one data sample. Note that the only difference
between models targeting different subset of classes (say a 2-class
model and a 7-class model), is the last CCCP layer. But since the
last layer only contributes to 0.05% of the total number of FLOPs,
we ignore the differences and consider that the models take the
same amount of energy and time to run. For 2-class classifiers,
we can aggressively prune 50% of the filters while losing only 3%
in accuracy. That brings 2.30× in energy savings and 1.45× in
latency improvements. For 5-class classifiers, we can prune 30% of
the filters while loosing 3% in accuracy (while still achieve a higher
accuracy than the original 10-class classifier). We will, in turn, get
1.63× in energy savings and 1.24× in latency improvements.

6.4 Different Pruning Criteria
Figure 4 compares different pruning criteria with the proposed

impact based criterion. "Magnitude" refers to pruning filters with
the lowest absolute weights, a method used in [11], and "random"
refers to pruning filters randomly. Similarly, all the accuracy mea-
surements are the average of 10 repeated experiments. For a fair
comparison, the 10 subsets of classes are the same for all these cri-
teria. Apparently random pruning results in inferior performance.
Our method can achieve better results when less filters are pruned,
or when more classes are pruned, compared with the magnitude
based method. One intuitive explanations would be that our impact
based criteria can clearly identify the the irrelevant filters. How-
ever, when more filters are pruned, we are inevitably touching rel-
evant filters (filters that is important to at least one class). In that
case, it is questionable whether our sum of impact criteria described
by Equation 1 would be the best measure of relevance.
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Figure 3: Performance evaluations of the method using NIN on CIFAR-10 dataset with different percentage of filters pruned 2.
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Figure 4: Comparison among different pruning criteria.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a lightweight customization method

that allows users to prune the unneeded classes and filters from
CNNs. The method could be seen as a client-side counterpart to
the existing pruning methods which do not address the customiza-
tion needs from users. In the proposed method, we first identify and
remove the low-impact filters. Then we use a linear combination of
the remaining filters to replace the pruned filters. The whole proce-
dure can be efficiently run on-device with little overhead. Pruning
unneeded classes not only brings about more targeted and accurate
classification but also reduces computation costs. We observe a
substantial reduction in energy consumption and latency from early
experiments running the NIN model on CIFAR-10 dataset on an
off-the-shelf smartphone.
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